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Phil’s Ear Shave Procedure 

 
Preface: 
GENERALLY speaking:  If you change the exhausts on the VN750 from stock, you do not need to 
rejet.  However, if you alter the intake, you DO need to rejet.  (If you increase the flow of air you need 

to increase the flow of fuel to maintain the same air/fuel ratio. KM) 
 
Well, it's been 3 years and 15K miles ago since I wrote this blog and this procedure still remains the 
best modification I made to the bike.   The bike continues to exceed my expectations and is just as 
thrilling to ride today as it was when I first made the change. I hope the following provides the 
incentive you need to tackle the job. 
EDIT:  There seems to be some confusion about the Emgo Filters.  In Figure 7 below, the right-side 
filter vents the carb.  In Figure 17 below, the left-side filter vents the crankcase.  The filter itself in in 
lower left of Figure 17.....the filter hose slips inside the stock crankcase vent hose and is clamped. 
 
I really like my '06 VN750....like the way it rides, handles...even like the looks, after all, looks is what 
attracts us to most things, but after seeing other bikes without ears (airbox) I knew I had to make the 
change. I approached the Ear Shave for purely esthetic reasons...to remove the ears, but now that it's 
done, esthetics became an insignificant reason to tackle this job. I cannot believe the difference it has 
made in the performance of the bike. I barely need to choke it when starting....it just starts and idles like 
it was fuel injected. Acceleration, response, sound....all different (in a better way). If you goose it at 70 
MPH, you better be holding on, cause she jumps outta her skin responding to the slightest touch. 
Bottom line: If considering an Ear Shave on the VN750, just do it. You will be glad you did.  
Phil 
 

� Took 6 hours….1 hour spent taking carb out (w/surge tank in!!).  1 hour removing surge tank!!  

� A second person would have been a big help!!!!  



� All terminology taken from the manual.  

� Pictures can be enlarged by clicking on them  

 
Parts:  (see Figure 2) 
1 Keihin (Sudco) Needle Shims Item#  009-396             $7.95 
2 Keihin PN: 99101-393 Main Jet    Size: 142               $13.90 
2 Keihin PN: N424-22 Pilot/Slow Jet   Size: 42             $13.90 
                                                                       Total    $35.75  
I purchased these from:  http://www.pjmotorsports.com/keihin-jets.html 
 
2 K&N RC2340 Filters              $27.69 each 
I purchased these from: http://www.amazon.com 
 
2 Emgo Filters        $14.95 each 
I purchased these from: http://www.phatperformanceparts.com 
 
2 Coasters                            $31 pair 
I purchased these from:  http://www.shermscycleproducts.com/coasterpage.html 
HOWEVER...Sherm's is out of business now!!  Sorry. 
I was recently informed you can get coasters at http://www.sancospecialties.com  for $30 a set. 
 

  
    Figure 2  (Filter packaging…Main & Slow jets on blue background for clarity) 
 
Tools Used:  (see Figure 3) 
Phillips Screwdriver, Flat head screwdrivers, 10 mm open-end wrench (lock nuts), 7, 10, & 11mm 
sockets, sawsall (to cut surge tank).  Cleaners. 
 



  
    Figure 3  (Boring I know…just trying to be thorough) 
 
OK, Let’s get started: 
1.     Put the bike on the center stand 

2.       Remove seat  (3 10mm bolts in tool box) 
3.       Close petcock shutoff valve.  Disconnect vacuum line and fuel lines from petcock. 
4.       Disconnect fuel sensor connector 
5.       Remove gas tank.  (3 11mm bolts) 
6.       Remove two screws (10 mm) securing air filters (see Figure 4)….remove filters w/oval 

air duct that attached to surge tank.  (you should now be able to see through the surge tank) 
 

  
    Figure 4 

7.       Loosen carb surge tank duct clamp screws ( black arrow Figure 4).  Pry surge tank ducts 
from surge tank and remove ducts. 

8.     Pry crank case breather (front of front cylinder) hose from front bottom of surge tank.  Twist 
breather hose so end sticks out left side…..more about this in Step 36 
9.     Pry emissions hose from rear bottom of surge tank 
10.  Remove emissions hose from reed valves both sides…remove reed valves 
11.  Remove vacuum line from right side carb. 
12.  You should now have four hoses (3 large – 1 small) going to the separator…remove  the separator 
and four hoses.  (see Figure 5). 
 



  
    Figure 5  (Manual refers to valve as Separator) 
 

13.  Install coasters (see Figure 6)          (I used Form-A-Gasket Sealant) 

  
    Figure 6 
 

14.  Plug the right side carburetor vacuum lead with a vacuum plug.  (see Figure 7) 
Then connect carb vent hose to Emgo filter and attach on right side.   (see Figure 7) 
(For the vent hose, I used same size fuel hose that I used for crank case breather.) 



  
    Figure 7 
 

15.  Loosen choke cable lock nut….turn adjuster “in” (toward handle grip) all the way 
16.  Remove choke cable sheath from bracket of front carb (see Figure 8) 

 
     Figure 8 
   
17.  Disconnect choke cable from linkage on rear carb 
 

•        I wanted to do this without removing the surge tank, but forced to remove it 
because I could not get the carb assembly back in with the surge tank in place.  That 
said, you may want to remove the surge tank now to aid in the removal of the carb 
assembly.  Using a saws-all, I made a single cut as shown in Figure 9  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  
    Figure 9 
Obviously extreme caution needs to be considered to avoid electrical wiring & coolant 

hoses. 
The larger piece simply pulls out from the rear….the smaller piece out the right side of frame.   
 
NOTE: 
The front cylinder carb/cylinder rubber boot will REMAIN ATTACHED to the cylinder head during 

removal of carb assembly 
 

� Loosen the carb-side screw ONLY of the front cylinder carb/cylinder rubber boot.  This rubber 
boot will REMAIN on cylinder!  (see Figure 10)  

� Loosen the cylinder-side screw ONLY of the rear cylinder carb/cylinder rubber boot.  This 
rubber boot will REMAIN on carb!  

 
    Figure 10 

 
18.  With the surge tank out and the clamps above loosened, you can now remove the carb assembly.   
BTW: it is a carburetor ASSEMBLY (both carbs are attached to each other and come out together).  
Use a twisting action to remove the carbs making sure (as noted before) the rubber boot of front 
cylinder stays on cylinder and rubber boot of rear cylinder stays with carb. 
19.  Loosen both throttle lock nuts….turn adjuster “in” (toward handle grip) all the way 



20.  Loosen throttle cable lock nuts on carb brackets and disconnect both from throttle linkage.  Note 

which cable goes to linkage!!  (see Figure 11) 
 

  
    Figure 11 

 
You now have the carb assembly free from the bike 
 
21.  The Main & Slow jets are under the bottom cover (see Figure 12) 

 
    Figure 12 

 
 
The jet needle in under the top cover (see Figure 13)  



 
    Figure 13  (I know….blurry) 

22.  Remove top cover carefully and gently peel diaphragm from cover.  Do not pull the diaphragm & 

vacuum piston from carb.  You will see a spring and plastic bracket covering the jet needle.  Set them 
aside and remove jet needle.   Install two shims as shown in Figure 14. 

 
    Figure 14 

 
Reassemble & install top cover!  
23.  Repeat step 21-22 on other carb. 
24.  Remove bottom cover. Remove and replace main jet (see Figure 15).  Remove and replace slow jet 
(see Figure 15).  Reinstall bottom cover. 
25.  Repeat step 24 on other carb. 
   

 
Figure 15 

 
26.  Take time now to seat (screw in) Fuel/Air mixture screws and back out 2 ½ turns.  (see Figure 16). 



 
    Figure 16 (Fuel/Air Mixture Screw) 

27.  Take time to clean carb assembly 
28.  Take time to clean the area around the cylinder intakes 
 
It’s time to re-install the carb assembly! 
 
29.  Attach throttle cables to throttle wheel linkage…..don’t tighten yet 
30.  Carefully re-install carb assembly.  I found it easier to get the front cylinder connected first, then 
connected rear….double check to ensure boots are properly installed/aligned. 
31.  Tighten boot clamp screws 
32.  Tighten throttle cables to carb brackets.  Adjust throttle cables, test throttle operation and tighten 
lock nuts. 
33.  Attach choke cable and ensure cable sheath is in the bracket of front carb 
34.  Adjust & test choke operation…then tighten lock nut 
35.  Install K&N air filters  (see Figure 7) 
36.  Use your own discretion for connecting crankcase breather hose and carb vents to Emgo filters 
(lower left Figure 17).  See Figure 17 for how I did it with the crankcase breather hose. 

 
    Figure 17 (I chose to insert a 3/8 fuel line hose into existing breather hose and clamp it) 
 
NOTE:  There seems to be some confusion about the Emgo Filters.  In Figure 7 above, the right-side 
filter vents the carb.  In Figure 17 above, the left-side filter vents the crankcase.  The filter itself in in 



lower left of Figure 17.....the filter hose slips inside the stock crankcase vent hose and is clamped.  
 

37.  Install fuel tank…connect carb fuel & vacuum hoses…connect sensor connector 
38.  Open petcock. 
39.  Took a few cranks before she came to life…..but when she did, Sweet!!!    
 
After Installation, left exhaust (rear cylinder) had slight popping on decel.  I backed out Fuel/Air 
mixture screw another 1/2 turn on right (rear cyl) carb. 
PLEASE NOTE: Because of the length difference of the exhaust pipes, the Fuel/Air mixture 

screw setting may NOT necessarily be the same.  On my bike, the left carb (front cyl) is backed 

out 2 ½ turns....right carb (rear cyl) is backed out 3 turns. 
 
Hope this was helpful!!! 

 

Some nice-to-know stuff:.. 
Carb has: 
Main jet….Shown in Figures 2 & 15 
Slow/Pilot jet…. Shown in Figures 2 & 15 
Needle jet…. Shown in Figure 15 (the main jet is IN the needle jet) 
Jet needle…. Shown in Figure 14 

 

 
    Before Ear Shave 
 



 
After Ear Shave..... Nice clean/finished appearance!   I like it.


